
POL206 Rousseau reading notes  
On the Social Contract 

Book One 

Civil Order - can there be sure and legitimate rule/administration?  
 -Taking men as they are and rules as they might be 

Writing as a citizen not a Prince or a Legislator 

Chapter 1 - subject of first book 

“MAN is born free; and everywhere he is in chains. One thinks himself the master of others, 
and still remains a greater slave than they. How did this change come about? I do not know. 
What can make it legitimate? That question I think I can answer.” 

Society as THE source of slavery - slavery as a social not a natural condition - what does it mean to 
be born free? 
 -natural man free before society but this freedom is lost and most be regained 
One who places himself above others as a master is in fact more a slave than any other (link to 
Hegel here) - how so?  
 -the master more than the slave depends upon society for their position and power  
Reclaiming liberty is justified as either it was given up by consent and rightly taken back, or it was 
never given up and taken away illegitimates, so can be taken back 

But this right that is held by the public/individuals is not a natural right! 

Chapter 2  - the first societies 

As per Discourse on Inequality the first model of society is the family - but natural law only extends 
to hold them together as long as there is a need to preserve the young, beyond that point family 
association is voluntary/conventional - not a matter of natural law. 

“The whole difference is that, in the family, the love of the father for his children repays him 
for the care he takes of them, while, in the State, the pleasure of commanding takes the place 
of the love which the chief cannot have for the peoples under him.” 

This contrasts with models given by Grotius, Hobbes, Caligula and Aristotle - where some are 
meant to be governed and others to govern - society then based on the relationship between 
shepherd and herd - or between gods and beasts (again animals!) - at root of this, explicit in the 
thought of Aristotle, that some men are born for slavery and others, much fewer, are born to rule 

Again, Rousseau flips the story here focusing on how we are made slavish: 

“If then there are slaves by nature, it is because there have been slaves against nature. Force 
made the first slaves, and their cowardice perpetuated the condition.” 
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Chapter 3 - the right of the strongest 

Strength insufficient to secure legitimate authority without converting strength to right and 
obedience to duty - requires a moral transformation 

Without this force is merely the necessity to submit until the balance of forces changes - if I am 
robbed on the road but I cannot resist the thief, does his superior strength give him/her the 
legitimate right to command me? 

“Let us then admit that force does not create right, and that we are obliged to obey only 
legitimate powers. In that case, my original question recurs.” 

Chapter 4 - slavery 

No natural authority, no authority from force —> convention is the only source of authority 
between men 

Grotius suggests that we alienate our liberty (give away or sell) to the king/magistrate - as an 
individual does to a master - but for what benefit? 
 -master provides substance to his servant - the magistrate/king take his from the people 
 -civl tranquility - but what of wars, rules, oppression?  
  -is such a miserable tranquillity worth the sacrifice? 

To suggest that men would give up themselves for no good reason is absurd, to think a people 
would do this is to suppose a people that are mad - and madness creates no right! (note that reason/
reasonableness comes back in here) 

Even if a man can alienate himself - he cannot also do so for his children, such that government 
would need to seek consent with each generation of face being illegitimate 

To give up our liberty is to give up the rights and duties we hold as human beings - to renounce our 
liberty is incompatible with morality because our actions can no longer have moral quality because 
they are not our own - further it eliminates the capacity for political relationships as the slave can 
have no rights against the master as all his/her rights belong to the master. 

Also rejects right to slavery based on war - life is owed but the price is not demanded by the victor, 
rather life goes on for the vanquished as a slave - but war is a social institution not a natural state or 
a relationship between individuals - soldiers fight wars not private citizens, and those wars are 
fought between states 

No unlimited right to kill or to the life of your enemy in war - if you can take someone prisoner/
slave then no right to kill, but this creates a vicious circle because the right to enslave based on right 
to kill - though even is we assume there is a right to kill based on force… 

“Even if we assume this terrible right to kill everybody, I maintain that a slave made in war, 
or a conquered people, is under no obligation to a master, except to obey him as far as he is 
compelled to do so. By taking an equivalent for his life, the victor has not done him a favour; 
instead of killing him without profit, he has killed him usefully.” 
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Slavery as a social death - one still dies as it were but for the profit of the master! Slavery is based 
on no right other than force! 

No convention possible on the terms set out by slavery : "I make with you a convention wholly at 
your expense and wholly to my advantage; I shall keep it as long as I like, and you will keep it as 
long as I like." 

Chapter 5 - That we must always go back to a first convention 

Difference between a multitude and a society - master/slaves is not the same relationship as 
between a society and its ruler. The master of such a society is ruler over a mere aggregate not an 
association - a body politic or a public good. The master’s will is only a private will not a common 
or general will. 

Grotius suggests that a people gives itself to a King - but it must first be a people, this act and state 
of association is prior 

Without prior convention how could majority rule decide matters? 

Chapter 6 - The Social Compact 

We are lead to form an association by the necessities of life  

“This sum of forces can arise only where several persons come together: but, as the force and 
liberty of each man are the chief instruments of his self-preservation, how can he pledge them 
without harming his own interests, and neglecting the care he owes to himself? “ 

What is needed is a form of association that defends and protects with the force of our common 
association the PERSON and GOODS of each member/party, and in which everyone only obeys 
themselves - thus remaining as free as before  

Which chains are legitimate? How can existing chains be made legitimate? 

Social contract as solution - converts natural liberty into conventional liberty 

“These clauses, properly understood, may be reduced to one -- the total alienation of each 
associate, together with all his rights, to the whole community; for, in the first place, as each 
gives himself absolutely, the conditions are the same for all; and, this being so, no one has any 
interest in making them burdensome to others.” 

This is the key and highly controversial claim at the centre of Rousseau’s thought - the complete/
total alienation of each and their right to the community! But each submits equally - eliminating, he 
thinks the divisions of interests between the ruled/rulers 

"Each of us puts his person and all his power in common under the supreme direction of the 
general will, and, in our corporate capacity, we receive each member as an indivisible part of 
the whole.” 
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This act creates a public/political body that is moral and collective - individuals are the state/subject 
when passive, and then sovereign/citizen when active 

Chapter 7 - the sovereign  

act of association between the public and the individual - not just between individuals as something 
other than the individuals is created., contact is with oneself, in essence as there is a double capacity 
of the self as private individual and public citizen - forms a mutual undertaking - bound as a 
member/subject to the sovereign, but as sovereign bound to people 

Public deliberation can bind us to the sovereign, but it cannot bind the sovereign to a fundamental 
law or an outside power - the sovereign must remain the original power - but the sovereign is the 
public body not an individual and not a magistrate - the people themselves as a public body 

so bound, an attack on an individual is an attack on the body politic/sovereign, and an attack on the 
body politic/sovereign offends private individuals as well.  

Sovereign cannot have an interest contrary to the individuals of the body politic - and need give no 
guarantee because it can wish/will them harm, either all the members or a single individual - 
“Sovereign, merely by virtue of what it is, is always what it should be.” 

This is not the case for subjects in relation to the sovereign - they can have contrary interests! So, 
must have means to assure their fidelity.  

The will of the individual as individual can contradict the general will he shares as citizen - such 
that he may wish to withhold what is owed to the common/public/body politic because it harms him 
more than it benefits another, while offending only against the artificial person of the state. To enjoy 
the rights of the citizen without being ready to fulfil the duties of citizenship is an injustice that 
threatens to undo the body politic.  

Creation of the body politic includes tacit acceptance that we can, as individuals, be forced to obey 
the general will by the whole of the body politics.  

“This means nothing less than that he will be forced to be free; for this is the condition which, 
by giving each citizen to his country, secures him against all personal dependence. In this lies 
the key to the working of the political machine; this alone legitimises civil undertakings, 
which, without it, would be absurd, tyrannical, and liable to the most frightful abuses.” 

Forced to be free means that you can be forced to will the thing you must necessarily will if you 
want to be free - if you want to be free you must will the political condition necessary for that 
freedom, which means being part of the sovereign and making the general will your own over and 
above your individual/personal will. This is the vital and most controversial core of Rousseau’s 
work!  
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Chapter 8 - The Civil State 

State of nature — civil state = substitution of justice for instinct and gives actions a moral character 
they previously lacked  

Duty replaces physical impulses and the right of appetite as man is no longer able to consider only 
himself and must act on different principles, replacing inclination with reason. 

“Although, in this state, he deprives himself of some advantages which he got from nature, he 
gains in return others so great, his faculties are so stimulated and developed, his ideas so 
extended, his feelings so ennobled, and his whole soul so uplifted, that, did not the abuses of 
this new condition often degrade him below that which he left, he would be bound to bless 
continually the happy moment which took him from it for ever, and, instead of a stupid and 
unimaginative animal, made him an intelligent being and a man.” 

So, society is not only a fall from grace but rather it opens up the possibility of a greater enoblement 
of man, though also risks a more profound misery than was known in his natural state - he loses 
natural liberty and an absolute right to all but gains civil liberty and proprietorship of all he 
possesses. 
 -natural liberty determined by strength - civil liberty limited by the general will 
 -possession as effective of force or right of occupier - property as positive title 

“We might, over and above all this, add, to what man acquires in the civil state, moral liberty, 
which alone makes him truly master of himself; for the mere impulse of appetite is slavery, 
while obedience to a law which we prescribe to ourselves is liberty.” 

Chapter 9 - Real Property 

We give ourselves and our possession to the body politic at the moment of founding in order to 
secure what we may have had in a state of nature through the power of the body politic/sovereign - 
the right of first occupation, which can be contested by any as each has a right to all they need, 
becomes proprietorship that must be respected by everyone in civil society - we respect not what 
belongs to others but what does not belong to us in order to secure what does belong to us - your vs. 
mine. 

Basically takes up Locke’s view regarding the rights of the first occupier in the state of nature… 

“In general, to establish the right of the first occupier over a plot of ground, the following 
conditions are necessary: first, the land must not yet be inhabited; secondly, a man must 
occupy only the amount he needs for his subsistence; and, in the third place, possession must 
be taken, not by an empty ceremony, but by labour and cultivation, the only sign of 
proprietorship that should be respected by others, in default of a legal title.” 

But this gets us no closer to a sensible account of an actual right of property, as it applies only to 
individuals and what they need - something further must happen or we risk justifying usurpation 
and deprivation. Further, putting this holding under the control of a more powerful individual 
doesn’t avoid this problem - but if the community first takes and then grants the property of 
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individuals this assures legitimate proprietorship and changes usurpation into a true right. The right 
of the individual over a particular holding is subordinate to the collective right to regulate property.  

This all sets the stage not for the contract as a mechanism for intrenching the worst inequality - 
master/slave - but of making for moral equality between men equal by convention and right - all 
equal as part of the sovereign/body politic.  

Book Two  

Chapter 1 - That Sovereignty is Inalienable 

Only the General Will can direct the STATE according to the common good, for which it was 
instituted. The common interest that exists between the disparate interests of individuals is what 
makes society/association possible - and this cannot be alienated to another, the general will that 
exists between a people, even if the power of government might be transferred.  

The general will of the people and the particular will of individuals are not the same - even when/if 
they may happen to coincide they are different wills. The general will cannot be bound to the 
particular will of any individual.  

“If then the people promises simply to obey, by that very act it dissolves itself and loses what 
makes it a people; the moment a master exists, there is no longer a Sovereign, and from that 
moment the body politic has ceased to exist.” 

The general will is created by the people but also constitutes the people - the general will is not a 
mysterious force but rather the condition of a people living in liberty and equality. That is why the 
sovereign (as the collective body politic of the people) is not a master - when there is a master the 
body politics disappears.  

Chapter 2 - That Sovereignty is Indivisible  

A will is or is not general - where it is, there is sovereignty as the will of the people and law, but 
where it is lacking is only magistracy/decree/power over others.  

Sovereignty is involved in acts of law, not their application, which may be executed by other offices 
with the authorisation of the sovereign.  

Chapter 3 - Whether the General Will is Fallible  

The general will is always right and tends to the advantage of the public - but the deliberation of the 
public is not always so correct. Our will is always for what is good for us collectively but this can 
be deceived - though not corrupted. This importantly is not an empirical claim about how political 
decisions are made but rather an account of the nature of the general will as a principle of authority.  

The will of all and the general will are not the same - as the will of all is the sum of particular wills 
while the general will only considers the common interest. These particular wills, so far as they are 
private, cancel each other out and with what is left we can see the general will. Small differences 
between citizens in deliberation do not obscure the general will, as it can be found left over after 
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conflicting interests cancel each other out. Note - this is getting close to an empirical claim about 
democratic decision making - how/can we prove this is true? Would that matter to Rousseau?  

However, factions and partial associations will tend to obscure the general will as they express a 
will that is general to specific groupings of people not the public or body politic. General will, 
therefore, requires that there be no partial association and that the individual citizen expresses his 
own thoughts   

Chapter 4 - The Limits of the Sovereign Power 

State as a kind of moral person and is dedicated to the preservation of itself as a collective body, 
therefore it must have power that is universal to move all parts for the advantage of the whole. The 
general will gives absolute power to the sovereign over all members of the body politic/people. 

Nonetheless we must distinguish between the rights and duties of the citizen/sovereign and the 
subject/private individual because there it is possible for their to be limits on the sovereign’s power 
- though they are determined by the sovereign! (Another paradox?) 

“Each man alienates, I admit, by the social compact, only such part of his powers, goods and 
liberty as it is important for the community to control; but it must also be granted that the 
Sovereign is sole judge of what is important.” 

The citizen must render what is necessary to the sovereign but the sovereign (general will) cannot/
would not demand what is useless to the people/citizen - if this happens it must be the case that 
sovereignty has been lost.  

The power that the sovereign has to compel us, however, is obligatory only because it is mutual - it 
applies to everyone. When we obey the sovereign we act not only for others but for ourselves, in the 
public good that we all share. The rights of the sovereign originate in the rights of individuals but 
are made collective in the creation of the people/body politic - they apply to all equally, no one is 
above the law / general will and the law / general will is not an outside power but our expression of 
our collective interest.  

The general will, however, cannot decide on individual matters of an individual’s right or a point of 
fact - these are the responsibilities of a magistrate because there is a contention between particular 
wills not a matter of common interest / general will. So, these may be decisions that require 
government or public office but not the power of the sovereign.  

Sovereignty sets up equality of all before the law and as subjects of the sovereign - as each also 
shares in the power of the sovereign. This is an alteration of the idea of the rule of law, in which the 
law is external to the social contract, as the law here comes from the people. So we have not rule of 
law as such, but rule of the people through laws they create for themselves.  

“It is not a convention between a superior and an inferior, but a convention between the body 
and each of its members. It is legitimate, because based on the social contract, and equitable, 
because common to all; useful, because it can have no other object than the general good, and 
stable, because guaranteed by the public force and the supreme power.” 
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Under the social contract: each obeys only their own will as part of the general will; and the rights 
and responsibilities of the individual are extended to all equally.  

The social contract is not a renunciation of our freedom or rights but an exchange for those that are 
uncertain and precarious for those that are secured and improved. Independence becomes liberty, 
freedom of action becomes security, strength becomes a social power protected by right. The life 
given over to the state is improved and protected by it.  

Chapters 5 - The right of life and death 

How do we give over our lives to the sovereign when we have no such right - no right to suicide or 
to give up life basically?  

However, one does nothing wrong by risking one’s life in order to preserve it - this is key for 
Rousseau. And as we give up our rights and selves to the sovereign in the social contract we give 
over the power over life and death. Meaning that the sovereign can ask us to risk our lives in war 
and can sentence us to death for crimes. We agree to give up our lives should we become dangerous 
to others to protect ourselves from such dangers.  

The criminal, in essence, makes himself a foreigner to the state and declares war upon it. The trial is 
proof of this and if guilt then the preservation of the state/people is inconsistent with the 
preservation of the criminal. The actual prosecution of the criminal, however, is not a direct power 
of the sovereign - as there is a contentious issue at stake here, so rather it is delegation of sovereign 
power to a public body - judges/courts.  

But death should be used as a punishment only where it is necessary to the preservation of the 
public/people - where criminal can be kept alive and/or reformed they should. Pardoning is a power 
of the sovereign and should only reflect a general interest in exempting an individual from 
punishment.  

Chapter 6 - Law 

Contract gives birth to the body politic/people - but laws are needed to give it movement, to allow it 
to act in the common interest.  

Ultimate source of justice is divine and obvious to reason, but we are unable to know such things 
clearly - otherwise there’d be no need for government or law.  

Law must be equal and it is necessary to join together rights and duties, and to make justice 
effective - it must become specific and coercive.  

Legitimate law is made when the whole of the body politic decrees for the whole of the body politic 
- the object of law is always general, such that law considers subjects as a whole and actions in the 
abstract/hypothetical. Law may grant privileges but not to specific individuals, for example.  

“On this view, we at once see that it can no longer be asked whose business it is to make laws, 
since they are acts of the general will; nor whether the prince is above the law, since he is a 
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member of the State; nor whether the law can be unjust, since no one is unjust to himself; nor 
how we can be both free and subject to the laws, since they are but registers of our wills.” 

State ruled by law is a REPUBLIC, no matter its administrative form, as only in such a state does 
the public interest/general will govern.  Republics then are the only legitimate form of government.  

Laws provide the conditions of civil association and ought to to authored by the people, by those to 
subject to them. This, however, raises an issue of how is it that the people can come to see the 
general will - as well as how individuals can come to identify with the common good. Education or 
training of some kind is needed - a legislator is needed.  

Chapter 7 - The Legislator  

To know the best rules for society we would need a mind able to both above the passions of men but 
also to know them completely - again a paradox. Gods required to give laws to men! 

Legislators role is to set up the rules/institutions that will guide a republic, which will shape the 
citizens of that republic.  

“He must, in a word, take away from man his own resources and give him instead new ones 
alien to him, and incapable of being made use of without the help of other men.” 

The more complete this work is the better the resulting republic will be because its citizens will be 
more properly fitted to their responsibilities and rights.  

The position of the legislator is neither sovereign nor magistrate - it sets up the republic but is not 
part of it. As setting up the laws and then having a place in those laws would lead to a partial 
constitution, a disinterested legislator is needed - one not part of the republic.  

Historically this has happened, where an outside power/individual provides a blue print for 
government that the people then enact - and it is the separation of these powers that is key.  

Yet even here there is a problem as we expect the people to accept the law before they are ready for 
it - expect them to be old enough to see its wisdom even when it is still young, to be motivated by 
the common good that the law is intended to create. This is why legislators in the past have spoken 
through the voice of gods/elder/divine figures that command respect/obedience even when 
individuals cannot see the reasonableness of the laws they are being given.  

Chapters 8-10 - The people 

The legislator must take the measure of a people, their fitness for the laws to be proposed. A people 
need to be given liberty at the right moment, not too early or too late - in their maturation. To some 
degree the clock might be reset by revolution but this is the exception rather than the norm.  

A people should also not be too big to be governed as a republic nor too small for self-preservation - 
generally a smaller state is stronger, proportionally.  
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In larger states: administration is further away and therefore more difficult, people are divorced 
from more distant layers of government authority beyond the city; less affection for rulers, country 
and fellow-citizens because they are too distant and largely unknown; further, the differences 
between localities should require different rules/laws - but differences in rules/laws creates trouble 
and confusion; this undermines a sense of civic virtue - rule by clerks in the end, and the lack of 
connection to the state and its own lack of purpose leads to its collapse. Generally better to depend 
upon the virtue of a  properly constituted people than the resources that might be gained by having a 
larger state territory.  

States measured by territory and population - should be large enough to sustain population and 
guarantee independence but not so extensive that the territory cannot be easily defended/held.  

“What people, then, is a fit subject for legislation? One which, already bound by some unity of 
origin, interest, or convention, has never yet felt the real yoke of law; one that has neither 
customs nor superstitions deeply ingrained, one which stands in no fear of being overwhelmed 
by sudden invasion; one which, without entering into its neighbours’ quarrels, can resist each 
of them single-handed, or get the help of one to repel another; one in which every member 
may be known by every other, and there is no need to lay on any man burdens too heavy for a 
man to bear; one which can do without other peoples, and without which all others can do; 
one which is neither rich nor poor, but self-sufficient; and, lastly, one which unites the 
consistency of an ancient people with the docility of a new one. Legislation is made difficult 
less by what it is necessary to build up than by what has to be destroyed; and what makes 
success so rare is the impossibility of finding natural simplicity together with social 
requirements. All these conditions are indeed rarely found united, and therefore few States 
have good constitutions.” 

Book Three  

Looking at government - as the administrative/executive body of the state - which must be separate 
from the legislative, which belongs to the people 

Argues that the constitution of government depends on the context - the people and the resources/
climate, etc  

Chapter 11 - Death of the body politic 

State die - a question of how well constituted they are. Sovereign/legislative is the heart - 
government/executive is the brain - a state like a person dies if the heart ceases to function. Old 
laws remain lively and strong because the sovereign will is active - they are reaffirmed by not being 
changed; where the sovereign becomes inactive old laws weaken and wither because the power of 
the sovereign is in decline.  

Chapter 12-14 - How the sovereign authority maintains itself 

Sovereign authority shows itself in the legislative assembly of the people - generally the stronger/
more vital it is the more often it will meet to discuss and decide public matters 
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When the sovereign sits the authority of government is absent - statement of the primacy of the 
legislative/sovereign body of government. At the core of Rousseau’s democratic commitment really.  

Chapter 15 - Deputies or Representatives 

paying others to carry out the duties of the citizen is a sign of a weak sovereign - sign that private 
interests have taken priority over concern with matters of the common good.  

the general will does not admit of representation - we need to be there, for Rousseau - engaged in 
the public act of legislation.  

“Law being purely the declaration of the general will, it is clear that, in the exercise of the 
legislative power, the people cannot be represented; but in that of the executive power, which 
is only the force that is applied to give the law effect, it both can and should be represented.” 

Chapter 16 - That the institutions of government is not a contract 

Executive/government set up as a subsidiary of the sovereign, as it must enact law and is thus 
concerned with specifics/particulars - the sovereign must always act in the common interest and 
general will applies to all equally - a different will and interest carried out by the organs of 
government.  

This executive power - the government - is not a party to the social contract - it is a creation of the 
sovereign which is the result of the sole contract that creates the sovereign people.  

Chapter 17 - The institutions of government 

a complex act - first, the establishment of the law; second, its execution - sovereign declares a 
governing body (an act of law); people nominate particular rulers for this body (an act of 
government) - government is democratic in the moment of election of representative to the 
governing body. 

Chapter - 18 - How to check the usurpation of government 

Book Four  

Chapter 1 - That the general will is indestructible  

“Does it follow from this that the general will is exterminated or corrupted? Not at all: it is 
always constant, unalterable and pure; but it is subordinated to other wills which encroach 
upon its sphere. Each man, in detaching his interest from the common interest, sees clearly 
that he cannot entirely separate them; but his share in the public mishaps seems to him 
negligible beside the exclusive good he aims at making his own. Apart from this particular 
good, he wills the general good in his own interest, as strongly as any one else. Even in selling 
his vote for money, he does not extinguish in himself the general will, but only eludes it. The 
fault he commits is that of changing the state of the question, and answering something 
different from what he is asked. Instead of saying, by his vote, "It is to the advantage of the 
State," he says, "It is of advantage to this or that man or party that this or that view should 
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prevail." Thus the law of public order in assemblies is not so much to maintain in them the 
general will as to secure that the question be always put to it, and the answer always given by 
it.” 

Chapter 2 - Voting 

Only time unanimity is needed is in forming the sovereign - those who dissent are simply left out. 
After this point a majority vote is sufficient - though it is a sign of health when votes are nearer 
unanimity - except when he corruption of the general will is very far gone. Consent is given not in 
one’s vote but in one’s participation in the sovereign/legislative.  

“There are two general rules that may serve to regulate this relation. First, the more grave 
and important the questions discussed, the nearer should the opinion that is to prevail 
approach unanimity. Secondly, the more the matter in hand calls for speed, the smaller the 
prescribed difference in the numbers of votes may be allowed to become: where an instant 
decision has to be reached, a majority of one vote should be enough. The first of these two 
rules seems more in harmony with the laws, and the second with practical affairs.” 

Chapter 3 - Elections 

“When choice and lot are combined, positions that require special talents, such as military 
posts, should be filled by the former; the latter does for cases, such as judicial offices, in which 
good sense, justice, and integrity are enough, because in a State that is well constituted, these 
qualities are common to all the citizens.” 

Chapter 6 - The dictatorship  

There may be times of emergency when the legislative needs to be silenced and government power 
centralised in order to preserve the state and people but this is an exception and limited act - and 
one in which the sovereign power is not taken but merely silenced in order that certain acts can be 
done more expeditiously.  

“However this important trust be conferred, it is important that its duration should be fixed 
at a very brief period, incapable of being ever prolonged. In the crises which lead to its 
adoption, the State is either soon lost, or soon saved; and, the present need passed, the 
dictatorship becomes either tyrannical or idle.” 

Chapter 7 - The censorship 

“From this it follows that the censorship may be useful for the preservation of morality, but 
can never be so for its restoration. Set up censors while the laws are vigorous; as soon as they 
have lost their vigour, all hope is gone; no legitimate power can retain force when the laws 
have lost it.” 

Chapter 8 - Civil religion 

Natural, civil and mixed religions 
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“There is therefore a purely civil profession of faith of which the Sovereign should fix the 
articles, not exactly as religious dogmas, but as social sentiments without which a man cannot 
be a good citizen or a faithful subject.[47] While it can compel no one to believe them, it can 
banish from the State whoever does not believe them -- it can banish him, not for impiety, but 
as an anti-social being, incapable of truly loving the laws and justice, and of sacrificing, at 
need, his life to his duty. If any one, after publicly recognising these dogmas, behaves as if he 
does not believe them, let him be punished by death: he has committed the worst of all crimes, 
that of lying before the law. The dogmas of civil religion ought to be few, simple, and exactly 
worded, without explanation or commentary. The existence of a mighty, intelligent and 
beneficent Divinity, possessed of foresight and providence, the life to come, the happiness of 
the just, the punishment of the wicked, the sanctity of the social contract and the laws: these 
are its positive dogmas. Its negative dogmas I confine to one, intolerance, which is a part of 
the cults we have rejected.” 

Chapter 9 - Conclusion  
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